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 Orientation Options

Please refer to the orientation option images below to help you decide and understand 
which way to construct the product.
Please note: Doors can be fitted in more positions than shown, however the options 
below are what we recommend.

Orientation Option A

Orientation Option B

Hinges positioned 
on the Left and the 
Doors open from the 
Right.

Hinges positioned 
on the Right and the 
Doors open from the 
Leftt.
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8. Fitting the Door Stops and Hinges.

You need: 1x Door Stop, 2x Screws 

Once you have decided which position to fit the Doors, attach each Door Stop using the 2x 
(15mm  screws into the pilot holes provided (as shown in Fig.8.0).

(15mm), 2x Hinges and 2x Mounting Plates Per Door.

Note: Doors can be fitted in any of the six positions.

)

Attach 2x Mounting Plates to the inside faces of the Side or Middle 
Panels using the pre- drilled pilot holes (See Fig 8.1).
Please note: the Mounting Plates should be orientated with the 
Pre-fitted Screw at the back.

Insert the Door Hinges into the large holes in the Door and secure 
each with the pre-fitted Screws (See Fig 8.2). 

To attach the Door, (See Fig 8.3) fit Hinge slot “A” over Bolt “B” 
and tighten Bolt “B”. 
Door adjustment may be made by slackening Bolt “B” slightly and 
either tightening or loosening Screw “C” as appropriate. Finally, re-
tighten “B” and the Screws holding the Hinge mounts to the Side 
Panel.

Pre-fitted Screw towards the back

Fig 8.1 Fig 8.2

Fig 8.3

Fig 8.0

NOTE: Please now recheck that all fittings are properly tightened.9

 Assembly (Only if you have purchased the Doors) 
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Care of your Product Welcome 

 Product Care

Thank you for buying the Six Cube Unit.
Before beginning assembly please take a few quiet minutes to read these instructions.
Lay the parts out on a clean, soft, flat surface (such as a carpeted floor) and compare with the 
parts check list on the next page. Do not throw away any packaging until you are sure that you 
have all the parts.
If, for any reason, you wish to return the product, you must disassemble the components and 
use the original packaging.
The product must be assembled by an adult. There are small parts: keep small children clear 
of the assembly area. Some stages of assembly may require more than one person.

 Product Safety

 About ASPACE

Periodically check all fittings to ensure that none have come loose.
Keep away from direct sources of heat, such as electric, gas or coal fires.
Do not allow children to climb on the furniture. Using this furniture other than for its intended 
purpose could cause damage to the structure or serious injury to your child.
Take care when opening door in lower position to avoid trapping feet.
Do not push down on the open door.
Lock castors when product is in its final position

Clean your Cube by wiping with a damp cloth & drying with a soft cloth. Never clean with 
abrasives, chemical cleaners or household polishes.
Take care when handling or moving the Unit. Careless handling can damage wooden furniture. 

If you have a problem with this product, please call our Customer Service Team, who will be 
glad to help.
We can usually provide replacement and / or spare parts promptly; it will help us if you can 
identify the specific part using the check list in the next section.

 Customer Service  0345 872 2400

Most of us at ASPACE are parents too, so we know how important it is to give children a
ladder, wardrobe door and bookshelf designed by our team in the UK. 

ASPACE bedrooms are packed with creativity, fun and inspiration; from gorgeous bedroom
sets and beautiful bedding, to clever storage and creative accessories, we make sure

everything we sell is built to last, and delivered with love. 

Most of us at ASPACE are parents too, so we know how important it is to give children a
comfortable, secure and individual space where they can sleep, learn and play. We’ve been
kitting out children’s bedrooms with clever furniture ideas for over 20 years, with every bunk
ladder, wardrobe door and bookshelf designed by our team in the UK. 
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 Parts Check List

You will also need a screwdriver

 2 Middle Panels x 

1x Top

 Shelves 3x 

Backs x3

 Doors 1x 

1x Base

16x Cam Pins

16x Cams

16x Wooden Dowels

12x Shelf Studs 

2x Mounting plates

2x Hinges

1x Door stops

2x Screws (15mm)

(Not supplied)

2x Side Panel 
(Holes on both sides) 

  (with pre-fitted Shelf Cams)

  Door Fittings

(Holes on one side only) 

5x Castor Pins 

5x Castors 

CR 7. Fitting the shelves. 

You need: 3x Shelves and a Screwdriver (not supplied). 

Fit the Shelves into the unit making sure that the Shelf Cams fitted on the underside of each 
Shelf locates on to the Shelf Studs correctly. Once in position the Shelf Cams can be 
tightened clockwise to secure the Shelves to the unit.
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Tighten the Pre-fitted Shelf Cams on
the underside of the Shelves

If you have purchased doors with your unit,
instructions for fitting are continued on the next page

1x Dowel Tool
For Castors



 Assembly 

1. Prepare the Top and Base.

You need: 16x Cam Pins and a Screwdriver (not supplied).  

Place the Top and Base inside face up on a soft flat surface such as a carpeted floor.
Insert 16x Cam Pins into the smaller holes as shown below.

2. Fit the Dowels to the Middle and Side Panels.

You need: 16x Dowels, 4 Shelf Studs and a Screwdriver.  

Lay the Side and Middle Panels down on a flat soft surface and insert 4x Dowels into the 
edges of each panel as shown (Fig 2.1).  At this stage also fit 2x Shelf Studs to each Side 
Panel(Fig 2.2). Note that only the Middle Panels have a groove on both Sides ( ).  Fig 2.3

6. Fitting the castors.

You need: 5x Castors

Carefully lay the unit on to its back (this may require two people) so that the holes for the 
Castors on the underside of the base are exposed.

Attach the 5x Castors to the unit by pushing them into the holes until they click into position.
Once all Castors have been attached, carefully stand the unit upright.
Ensure the middle Castor is unlocked.

Prepare the Castors by inserting 1x Castor Pin into each Castor as shown.

2x Side Panels

2x Middle Panels

Fig 2.1

4Fig 2.3

Fig 2.2

Each castor can be locked and 
unlocked by lifting the lever up 
and down.

Lock

Unlock

Gentle Tap ONLY

Dowel Tool

Castor

Castor Bush

With the unit carefully 
placed upside down on a 
soft level surface (such as 
a carpeted floor), align the 
castor and castor pin with 
pre-fittted castor bush as 
shown above. 

Once all is aligned, engage 
the castor pin into the bush 
and place the dowel tool on 
the flat surface of the castor 
body (alined with the pin 
below). Using a small 
hammer, gently ‘tap’ the 
end of the dowel until the 
castor ‘clicks’ into position.

Finally, check that the castor 
is now secure and correctly 
locked into position.

If you are experiencing difficulty fitting your castors please follow the three steps below. 
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3. Attaching the Side and Middle Panels to the Base.

You need: 16x Cams and a Screwdriver (not supplied).

Carefully place the Side and Middle Panels onto the Base as below, ensure that all the Cam 
Pins and pre- loaded Dowels align and engage correctly. Once in position, insert the 16x 
Cams into the large holes on the inside faces of the Sides and Middle and tighten clockwise to 
secure. 

At this stage also ensure that the Aspace silver branding plaque is positioned as shown to 
prevent it being orientated upside down (see Fig 3.1).

NOTE: This stage of construction will determine which side of the unit the Doors will 
hang. Please refer to the orientation options at the front of this user guide that 
correspond to the images below. This will help you decide and understand which way 
to construct the product. This guide mainly shows construction with the Hinges 
positioned on the Left and the Doors opening from the Right (Option A).   

Orientation Option A Orientation Option B

8x Small Hinge holes 
(X) on both Middle 
Panels must face the 
same direction. (Holes 
facing Right)
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4. Fit the Shelf Studs & Back Panels.

You need: 8x Shelf Studs

Insert 2x  into each face of both Middle Panels Shelf Studs (X) using a Screwdriver.

Next insert the 3x Back Panels into the unit, ensuring that each Panel is correctly located into 
the grooves on the Side and the Middle Panels. Slide the Backs down so that they also 
engage into the grooves on the Base. Ensure the painted sides are facing inwards.

5. Attaching the Top.

Carefully lower the Top on to the rest of the Assembly ensuring that all the Cam Pins and 
Dowels are correctly engaged into each of their corresponding holes.
Once engaged, tighten the Cams in the Sides and Middle Panels clockwise to secure the Top. 
Ensure the Back Panel is engaged correctly into the groove on the Top before tightening 
Dowels.

X
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8x Small Hinge holes 
(X) on both Middle 
Panels must face the 
same direction. (Holes 
facing Left)
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Fig 3.1
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